PRESENTER: For our monthly look at the global economy, I’m joined down the line by Phil Butler,
Multi-Asset Portfolio Manager, Prudential Portfolio Management Group. Well, Phil, volatility returned
to markets in October, what was the cause and have you seen a weakening in fundamentals? PHIL
BUTLER: Yes Jenny, it certainly did come back with ferocity in October. So what we’ve seen is the US
S&P 500 was down about 7% over the course of the month. Now that’s the first time we’ve seen a
monthly fall that big since 2011. It’s also the 5th biggest falls since 2000. So once you strip out the 2000
tech bubble recession and the 2008 great financial crisis, actually it’s one of the three most significant
monthly falls we’ve seen in a while. Now if you compare that to other asset classes, the Euro Stoxx 50
fell 7% as well, and the Hang Seng fell around 9%. US treasuries were flat on the month; UK gilts fell
about 30 basis points from peak to trough. So those indications tell you that it’s global, no one market
was penalised more necessarily than another, so that leads to you to think that it’s around some sort of
global trade war causing a slowdown in the global economy. Now if you try and look at the actual
factual statements there, we’re a little bit more constructed than that. So, whilst US earnings growth and
economic growth are peaking in terms of their growth rate, the actual total earnings and growth is about
to peak. When you also look at the cycle around earnings in both Europe and in Asia, they’re both still
fundamentally strong. And that global strength means that we’re certainly more constructive than the
falls have meant, and actually market valuations have now become more attractive. PRESENTER: Well
in amongst this market volatility the UK government announced its 2018 budget, what was your take on
this? PHIL BUTLER: Yes they did. I think our summary is it’s probably pro-consumer, pro-business;
however the big puzzle piece still left there is Brexit, and that could change the course. Now, if you look
at the main highlights, there’s the tech tax if you want to call it, so it’s 2% on revenues they produce in
the UK. They’re doing something very similar to what Spain’s done. Now this doesn’t come in until
2020, and by then the OECD should have completed their review, and therefore we might get a more
global version of this. So it’s hard to see how that will have an effect. They did lower business rates for
small businesses. That’s definitely a positive. And they’ve brought in early, one year early the personal
income tax band increases upwards so that should give some consumer spending if required.
PRESENTER: The Italian government’s budget plan attracted a lot of headlines, is the state of the
Italian economy a risk to the eurozone? PHIL BUTLER: I think yes, we saw that their budget proposal
got rejected by the European Commission. Now to try and put some context around that, the new Italian
government proposed increase in spending to give a deficit of 2.4% in the year. Now to put that in
context that’s three times larger than the previous government had originally agreed with the European
Commission. So taking that into account you can see whilst adding that to the 130% debt that they
already have versus GDP that you can see why some nations are worried. Now actually the members of
Europe are actually split on whether or not this is good or bad. You have the people who are pro it
saying increased spending, and what this does is actually increase the economic potential of Italy, and
then constantly suspending; however, adding to that already huge deficit is probably an unwise thing to
do. Now the European Commission meet early this month, and actually they’re there to discuss whether
or not there’s any wiggle room there to actually negotiate. And actually if both sides are willing to do
that, we actually could end up with a situation that suits both sides. PRESENTER: So how has all this
news affected your portfolio positioning? PHIL BUTLER: As we said earlier, we remain constructive
based on the fact that the underlying corporate earnings, the underlying fundamentals of the global
economy are still there. So we’ve added to global equities, and where possible we’ve funded that from
fixed income assets. PRESENTER: Phil, thank you. PHIL BUTLER: Thank you. PRESENTER: And
PPMG will be back next month with their latest update, so do keep an eye out on asset.tv for that, and
thanks for watching. This is just for UK advisers – it's not for use with clients. A fund manager’s view
isn’t advice or a recommendation. This video is prepared for information and does not contain or
constitute investment advice. Information provided has been obtained from sources that PPMG believes

to be reliable and accurate at the time of issue but no representation or warranty is made as to its
fairness, accuracy, or completeness. The views expressed herein are subject to change without notice.
No person should rely on the content or act on the basis of any matter contained in this document
without obtaining specific professional advice. Neither PPMG, nor any of its associates, nor any
director, or employee accepts any liability for any loss arising directly or indirectly from any use of this
video. This video may not be edited or reproduced in whole or in part or circulated without the prior
consent of PPMG and may only be used or received in accordance with the applicable laws in the
relevant jurisdiction. Reference to the names of each asset class/company mentioned in this
communication is merely for explaining the investment strategy, and should not be construed as
investment advice or investment recommendation of those companies. The value of investments and any
income from them may go down as well as up and are not guaranteed. Investors may get back less than
the original amount invested and past performance information is not a guide to future performance. By
watching the video, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations. Prudential Portfolio
Management Group Limited, is registered in England and Wales, registered number 2448335, with
Registered Office at Laurence Pountney Hill, London EC4R 0HH.

